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Plot[ edit ] The film tells the story of an honest journalist Vikas Pande Shashi Kapoor from Ghazipur in
eastern Uttar Pradesh who moves to Delhi to run a newspaper, and soon uncovers a political assassination, and
in the process, falls prey to a corrupt system and the nexus between politicians and media barons. The guard of
the circuit house goes missing. Vikas Pande is the upright and fearless executive editor of the New Delhi
Times newspaper and is in the process of exposing a scandal of illegal hooch that killed s of people.
Meanwhile, there is a power struggle going on between the incumbent chief minister Chaturvedi and the
ambitious MLA Ajay Singh Om Puri for the post of chief minister. Ajay Singh is a dangerous man and linked
with all types of illegal activities like drug trafficking, smuggling, extortion, looting, etc. His business is
managed by his trusted lieutenant Iqbal. Iqbal is arrested in the murder case of Bhaleram. He is the cause of
frequent riots that are taking place in Ghazipur. Vikas goes to Ghazipur to cover the riots and meets locals.
Here, he finds overwhelming evidences which suggests that Ajay Singh is somehow linked with the murder.
She is fighting the case. In a tensed hearing at the court, Iqbal states that he is innocent and Ajay Singh has
committed the crime. This becomes the front-page news of the New Delhi Times. Ajay Singh is very anxious
and summons Vikas. Vikas confronts him directly and accuses him of the murder. Hence, he had no motive to
kill him. Also Vikas is threatened by goons to stop pursuing the murder case, which motivates him further. He
collates all the facts and writes an article which links Ajay Singh with the murder, but has no concrete
evidence. Although reluctant to publish the article, his bosses finally concede to his demands and publish it. It
is revealed that his daughter is found at a mental asylum, where the staff and police officials were bribed to
declare her mentally unfit. The old man further reveal that the guard of the circuit house is admitted in the
asylum. Vikas immediately meets the guard. The guard is an old man who tells him that he is not mentally ill
and reveals all the happenings of that day. On the fateful day, his son -who is in fact a mole of Chaturvedi visits him. The deal does take place with Ajay Singh but once they leave, Bhaleram is murdered by goons of
Chaturvedi. Vikas realizes that all the evidences were planted by Chaturvedi to implicate Ajay Singh and keep
him under control. He is sad that he has been used by Chaturvedi, but then his friend Anwar consoles him
saying that the person whom he has exposed deserve at least what he has done.
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New Delhi Times (film) Not to be confused with New Delhi Times (newspaper). New Delhi Times is Hindi -language
political thriller film directed by Ramesh Sharma and written by Gulzar, starring Shashi Kapoor, Sharmila Tagore, Om
Puri and Kulbhushan Kharbanda in lead roles.

Calcutta had become the epicenter of the nationalist movements since the late nineteenth century, which led to
the Partition of Bengal by then Viceroy of British India, Lord Curzon. This created massive political and
religious upsurge including political assassinations of British officials in Calcutta. The anti-colonial
sentiments amongst the public led to complete boycott of British goods, which forced the colonial government
to reunite Bengal and immediately shift the capital to New Delhi. During the early s, a proposal was made to
the British administration to shift the capital of the British Indian Empire, as India was officially named, from
Calcutta on the east coast, to Delhi. Large parts of New Delhi were planned by Edwin Lutyens , who first
visited Delhi in , and Herbert Baker , both leading 20th-century British architects. The original plan called for
its construction in Tughlaqabad, inside the Tughlaqabad fort , but this was given up because of the
Delhi-Calcutta trunk line that passed through the fort. Construction really began after World War I and was
completed by Soon Lutyens started considering other places. Brodie and Lutyens as members, submitted
reports for both North and South sites. However, it was rejected by the Viceroy when the cost of acquiring the
necessary properties was found to be too high. Eventually, owing to space constraints and the presence of a
large number of heritage sites in the North side, the committee settled on the South site. The reason for this
choice was that the hill lay directly opposite the Dinapanah citadel, which was also considered the site of
Indraprastha , the ancient region of Delhi. Subsequently, the foundation stone was shifted from the site of
Delhi Durbar of â€”, where the Coronation Pillar stood, and embedded in the walls of the forecourt of the
Secretariat. The Secretariat building, the two blocks of which flank the Rashtrapati Bhawan and houses
ministries of the Government of India, and the Parliament House , both designed by Baker, are located at the
Sansad Marg and run parallel to the Rajpath. The last stumbling block was the Agra -Delhi railway line that
cut right through the site earmarked for the hexagonal All-India War Memorial India Gate and Kingsway
Rajpath , which was a problem because the Old Delhi Railway Station served the entire city at that time. The
line was shifted to run along the Yamuna river , and it began operating in Many employees were brought into
the new capital from distant parts of India, including the Bengal Presidency and Madras Presidency.
Subsequently, housing for them was developed around Gole Market area in the s. In , Delhi was converted into
a union territory and eventually the Chief Commissioner was replaced by a Lieutenant Governor. The actual
enforcement of the legislation came in New Delhi and surrounding areas were once a part of the Aravali
Range ; all that is left of those mountains is the Delhi Ridge , which is also called the Lungs of Delhi. While
New Delhi lies on the floodplains of the Yamuna River , it is essentially a landlocked city. East of the river is
the urban area of Shahdara. New Delhi falls under the seismic zone-IV , making it vulnerable to earthquakes.
There was a spike in the number of earthquakes between and , most notable being a 5. Summers are long,
extending from early April to October, with the monsoon season occurring in the middle of the summer.
Winter starts in November and peaks in January.
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Two Tales of My Times, Presents for the first ever time, two of GULZAR s most thought-Provoking and hard-hitting film
scripts, New Delhi Times and Maachis, in the form of a narrative. The scripts have been presented in the form of a story,
but without delineating from the original films.

Chapter 4 : New Delhi Times - Movie - Video Dailymotion
The latest Tweets from New Delhi Times (@NewDelhiTimes). New Delhi Times, India's only newspaper providing
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Editorial based reporting since from New Delhi. #newdelhitimes #newsdelhi @NewDelhiTimesIN.

Chapter 5 : Maachis News | Latest News on Maachis | Exclusive News & Articles on Maachis | racedaydvl.
The story of New Delhi times is nothing new at least at this age and time. The saga of corruption and criminal-political
nexus has been beaten to death in Hindi pot-boilers. It may have been relevant movie when it was made.

Chapter 6 : The New Delhi Times | A Citizen Journalism Based Community
New blow to GRU: More Russian military spies exposed - New Delhi Times - India's Only International Newspaper It
seems like open season on the GRU. The Russian military agency had its inner workings exposed again Friday as
determined journalists and Kremlin critics remain focused on uncovering its secrets..

Chapter 7 : New Delhi - Wikipedia
Current local time in India - Delhi - New Delhi. Get New Delhi's weather and area codes, time zone and DST. Explore
New Delhi's sunrise and sunset, moonrise and moonset.
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Delhi News. TOI brings the latest Delhi news headlines about Delhi crime, Delhi education news, Delhi real estate news,
Delhi politics and Live Updates on local Delhi news from Times of India.
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Delhi News - Find latest New Delhi news and Headlines from Delhi City. Also check out latest news belongs to Delhi
crime, Delhi education news, Delhi real estate, Delhi politics and more at.
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